Photoinduced Disorder in Strongly Segregated Block Copolymer Composite Films for Hierarchical Pattern Formation
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ABSTRACT Submicrometer patterns of adjacent, well-ordered and disordered domains were obtained using optical lithography by area-selective, photoinduced disordering transitions within block copolymer composite films. Enantiopure tartaric acid was blended with poly(ethylene oxide-block-tert-butyl acrylate), PEO-b-PtBA, copolymers to yield well-ordered films. In the presence of triphe-nylsulfonium triflate, a photoacid generator, photoinduced disorder was achieved upon UV-exposure by deprotection of the PtBA block to yield poly(acrylic acid). Poly(acrylic acid) is compatible with both PEO and tartaric acid and deprotection yields a phase mixed material and disorder within seconds. Tartaric acid performs two additional functions in this system. First, it increases segregation strength in PEO-b-PtBA, enabling well-ordered systems at low BCP molecular weights, small domain sizes, and rapid disordering kinetics. Second, the presence of tartaric acid suppresses PEO crystallization, resulting in smooth films and eliminating the influence of PEO crystallization on film morphology.
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Block copolymer (BCP) self-assembly has emerged in recent years as a very attractive method for the fabrication of functional nanostructured materials and also for the development of next-generation lithography for the semiconductor industry. By tuning the number of repeat units (N), the segment—segment interaction parameter, known as the Flory—Huggins parameter (χ), and volume fraction (f) of each segment, BCPs can be designed such that they self-assemble into well-ordered periodic morphologies with domain sizes typically on the order of 5–30 nm. Long range order and preferred orientations of the domains can further be realized through the use of solvent vapor annealing, external fields, directed self-assembly, and/or interfacial interactions. Additives can also be used to increase the segregation strength. For example, the addition of a homopolymer that can selectively interact with one of the block copolymer segments can significantly enhance segregation strength. Furthermore, small functional molecules or nanoparticles that can interact preferentially with one of the blocks, can induce order in otherwise disordered BCPs, producing composite materials that have applications in a variety of areas including electronics, photovoltaics, and photonics.

Recently, much effort has been directed toward achieving light-induced ordering or disordering transitions in block copolymer systems. Such approaches would yield readily accessible pathways toward hierarchical structures in which nanoscale features are defined via block copolymer phase segregation, and device level structures are defined by optical lithography. The most common approaches used to date have been based on photoinduced isomerization of azobenzene or anthracene moieties contained within a BCP chain segment. This approach relies on relatively small changes in the apparent segregation strength of the system upon isomerization and thus requires careful tuning of molecular weight.
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such that the critical segregation strength for phase separation can be achieved upon light exposure. Since this will occur over a rather narrow range of molecular weight and because the small changes in the interactions produce limited changes in segregation strength, the versatility of the technique in terms of available domain sizes and the degree of order is somewhat limited.

Recently we described an alternative path to achieve photoinduced order that was based on inducing strong interactions between an additive and one segment of a BCP by chemically amplified deprotection of the additive using a photoacid generator.\textsuperscript{55} In that work we...
used poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(propylene oxide)-
block-poly(ethylene oxide), PEO-b-PPO-b-PEO triblock
copolymers blended with a protected molecular glass
bearing t-butyl groups at its periphery and the photo-
acid generator triphenylsulfonium triflate. Upon light
exposure the protected molecular glass was depro-
tected to remove the t-butyl functionality and expose
carboxylic acid functionality. These acid groups inter-
act with PEO through a hydrogen bond and expose microphase separation in the exposed regions. While a photoinduced transition from a disordered system to one that exhibited strong segregation was readily achieved, some of the details of this particular system are not conductive to high resolution lithography. First, while PEO crystallization is suppressed in the ordered domains due to the strong interaction with the deprotected additive, it crystallizes in the disordered do-
mains in the absence of the hydrogen bond inter-
action. Consequently in thin films there is a disparity in surface roughness between the smooth ordered do-
mains and the disordered domains containing PEO crystallites. Second the low glass transition tempera-
tures of the PEO and PPO components contribute to facile acid diffusion, which works against high resolu-
tion lithography.

In this report we describe an alternative system that enables high resolution lithography to yield patterned regions of strongly segregated and disordered domains. Instead of using the aforementioned disorder-to-order approach, here we use a photoinduced order-to-dis-
order scheme to achieve submicrometer scale patterns of ordered and disordered domains. The initially or-
dered system comprises a poly(ethylene oxide-block-
tert-butyl acrylate), PEO-b-PtBA, blended with tartaric acid. The interaction between the tartaric acid not only inhibits the crystallization of PEO, but also effectively enhances the phase segregation strength of PEO-b-
PtBA. The increase in segregation strength in the presence of the additive has obvious advantages including the ability to achieve order in low molecular weight systems. The PtBA block can be deprotected in the presence of a photoacid generator to form poly-
(acrylic acid) (PAA). PAA is compatible with both PEO and tartaric acid and thus deprotection results in a phase mixed material. Using a mask and photoacid generator, area selective photoinduced disorder can be realized upon UV exposure, followed by a postexposure bake (PEB). We further show that through a kinetic study and process optimization for this process, it takes only seconds to complete the disordering transition.
during the PEB, which minimizes acid diffusion. Upon the addition of a trace amount of base to improve resolution, a standard approach in optical lithography, we show that submicrometer patterns of ordered and disordered region structures can be achieved.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Phase-Separation of Block Copolymers Driven by an Enantiopure Tartaric Acid Additive. Tartaric acid is a chiral acid with two stereocenters in its backbone that contains two carboxylic acids and two hydroxyl groups as shown in Figure 1. Enantiomerically pure d- and l-tartaric acid as well as racemic tartaric acid were investigated as additives in this study. The block copolymer was poly(ethylene oxide-b-tert-butyl acrylate) (PEO-b-PtBA). The initial studies were conducted using a BCP of Mn 9.2K, 46.6 wt % PtBA, PDI = 1.04, which in the neat melt is weakly segregated. Both this copolymer and another copolymer of lower molecular weight (5.2K), which is disordered in the melt, were used to probe the phase behavior of the BCP/tartaric acid systems. Upon blending enantiopure tartaric acid into the BCPs, the carboxylic acid and hydroxyl group of the tartaric acid can strongly interact with the PEO block through hydrogen bonding. The effect of the interaction of the PEO block with the additive on the crystallization behavior of PEO was investigated using wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).

WAXS results (Figure 2a) show peaks at 13.2 and 16.2 nm$^{-1}$, which correspond to (120) and (112) planes in the PEO unit cell, respectively, indicating the presence of PEO crystallites for neat BCP samples, while no crystal peaks were present with the addition of enantiopure tartaric acid. This interaction inhibits crystallization of both PEO and tartaric acid. However, when racemic tartaric acid was added to the system, peaks indicating crystallization of both PEO and tartaric acid were observed as shown in Figure 2a, indicating little interaction between them. (WAXS characterizations of racemic and l-tartaric acid are shown in Figure S1 for reference). The DSC measurements as shown in Figure 2b are consistent with the conclusions of the WAXS study. No melting endotherm for PEO is observed upon the addition of d- or l-tartaric acid, but strong melting endotherms are evident for PEO upon the addition of racemic tartaric acid. The glass transition temperature of PEO is reported to be –64 °C.$^{56}$ The glass transition temperatures of the PEO tartaric acid blends are clear in the DSC analysis and range between –20 and –30 °C. The glass transition of PtBA is reported to be 43 °C.$^{57}$ Our DSC analysis indicates that $T_g$ values for the low molecular weight PtBA segments in this block copolymer (9.2K, 46.6 wt % PtBA, PDI = 1.04) are approximately 30 °C. (see Figure S2 in Supporting Information.)

Figure 5. Kinetic study of the order–disorder transition during PEB at 110 °C using GISAXS after UV (254 nm) exposure for 60 s. Three different amounts of TPS-Tf were added to PEO-b-PtBA (18K, 72.3 wt % PtBA, PDI = 1.12) blended with 22 wt % l-tartaric acid: 3 wt %, 7.5 wt %, and 10 wt %.
As we reported previously, the addition of a homopolymer that selectively associates through hydrogen bonding with one segment of low molar mass amphiphilic triblock copolymers can dramatically increase the segregation strength. Small molecule additives can be also effective for increasing segregation strength in block copolymer composites. Likewise here the enantiopure tartaric acids not only suppress the crystallization of PEO, but also substantially increase the segregation strength of PEO-b-PtBA. Figure 3 shows small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analysis for PEO-b-PtBA of two different compositions with and without the addition of tartaric acid. Figure 3a indicates that neat BCP with a molecular weight of 9.2K is weakly ordered at 90 °C and exhibits only a primary scattering peak. With the addition of enantiopure, either D- or L-, tartaric acid into this system, the segregation strength was increased and ordering was dramatically improved as evidenced by the significant increasing of the primary peak intensity and the appearance of multiple higher order reflections which can be assigned as lamellar morphologies. The d-spacing was also increased with the addition of enantiopure tartaric acid as shown in Figure 3a. In contrast, the addition of racemic tartaric acid in this system did not enhance microphase separation or order in the system. This is consistent with the DSC and WAXS analysis, which suggests that interaction between the racemates is preferred to interaction of either of the racemates with PEO. Phase pair identity density functional theory simulations were used by the Pearl group to identify a racemic heteropair structure which has the lowest energy level for the racemic tartaric acid pair. Thus, there is little interaction between tartaric acid and the PEO segment when equal amounts of D- or L-tartaric acids are present in the system. Figure 3b shows SAXS results for a sample of PEO-b-PtBA of low molecular weight (5.2K) with and without the addition of L-tartaric acid acquired at 90 °C. While the neat copolymer is disordered, the addition of 20% L-tartaric acid is sufficient to induce strong microphase separation, showing lamellar morphology based on a higher order peak in SAXS (Figure 3b). d-Spacing was increased by increasing the amount of l-tartaric acid loading, as evidenced by a d-spacing of 10.5 nm with 20% L-tartaric acid whereas it was 11.9 nm with 30% l-tartaric acid calculated from SAXS (Figure 3b).

Photoinduced Disorder in Phase-Separated PEO-b-PtBA/Tartaric Acid System. Chemically amplified deprotection of
resists using photoacid generators for photolithography has been well investigated by many research groups. Here we use catalytic deprotection of PtBA induced by the UV exposure of a photoacid generator (PAG) followed by a quick postexposure bake (PEB) to alter the interaction among the resist components and induce disorder. Figure 4 shows the scheme for the photoacid catalyzed, chemically amplified deprotection of the PtBA block to generate PAA at elevated temperatures. PAA interacts strongly with PEO through hydrogen bonding, resulting in a negative χ. The deprotection to PAA generates two miscible blocks each of which is compatible with tartaric acid to form a completely disordered film, as shown in Figure 4a.

Here, triphenyl sulfonium triflate (TPS-Tf) was used as the PAG, which generates triflic acid upon UV exposure. A UV lamp with a wavelength of 254 nm and intensity of 14.5 MW/cm² was used in this study. Exposure times were typically 60 s, which yields a dose of 870 MJ/cm² that is more than sufficient for acid generation from TPS-Tf. For PEO-b-PtBA (13.9K, 64 wt % PtBA, PDI = 1.12) blended with 25 wt % l-tartaric acid and 5 wt % TPS-Tf, both the bulk sample and thin film show an order–disorder transition after acid catalyzed deprotection of PtBA during PEB. SAXS (Figure 4b) of the bulk PEO-b-PtBA/tartaric acid/TPS-Tf sample after thermal annealing at 90 °C was shown. After UV exposure for 60 s, followed by a thermal bake at 90 °C overnight under vacuum, the system becomes completely disordered, as shown by SAXS (Figure 4c). A similar phenomenon was also observed for a 50 nm thin film, which was spin-coated from a DMF solution. Clear evidence of a well ordered film was observed in atomic force microscopy (AFM) images (Figure 4d) after thermal annealing at 90 °C. The microphase segregated morphology was also confirmed by grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS), as shown in Figure 4d. Disorder in the thin film was induced by UV exposure for 60 s and 90 °C baking overnight under vacuum as evidenced by AFM and GISAXS analysis. (Figure 4e). We note here that an annealing step is necessary to allow the system to reach a well-ordered state. For polymers with low molecular weight, the annealing step requires a shorter time. As shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S3), for lower molecular weight PEO-b-PtBA (5.2K, 61.7 wt % PtBA, PDI = 1.14), 25 min at 100 °C was sufficient.
to achieve a well ordered film. The higher molecular weight sample required several hours.

To achieve sharp order/disorder submicrometer patterns, acid diffusion needs to be minimized during PEB. Image blur during PEB in a patterned, chemically amplified photoresist has been attributed to reaction-diffusion kinetics during PEB. Minimizing the time used for the PEB favors high resolution patterning. We used a kinetics study for the disordering transition to optimize the process. Specifically, GISAXS was used to track the disordering transition during the PEB. Three different TPS-Tf loadings in the PEO-b-PtBA (18K, 72.3 wt % PtBA, PDI = 1.12)/l-tartaric acid (22 wt %) blend system were characterized in this study: 3 wt %, 7.5 wt %, and 10 wt %. Figure 5 shows that after UV exposure, a 40–60 min PEB was required at 110 °C to disorder the system with the addition of 3 wt % TPS-Tf. The same system required ~15 s with 7.5 wt % TPS-Tf, and only ~6 s with 10 wt % TPS-Tf. Thus, 10 wt % TPS-Tf blends were selected to study the temperature dependence of the disorder transition during PEB. Three different PEB temperatures were used: 110, 100, and 90 °C. As shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S4), the disordering transition was complete during PEB after 6 s at 110 °C as compared to 15 and 22 s at 100 and 90 °C, respectively. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) was used to characterize the extent of deprotection of PtBA to yield PAA. Figure S5 in Supporting Information shows the complete deprotection of PtBA using 10 wt % TPS-Tf after UV exposure.

Figure 8. AFM characterization of the film from Figure 7 at the sharp edge of order–disorder pattern: (a) phase image at the scale of 1.5 μm × 1.5 μm; (b) optical microscope attached to the AFM instrument showed the sharp edge of order–disorder pattern during AFM scanning; (c) phase image at the scale of 3 μm × 3 μm.
flood exposure for 60 s and PEB at 110 °C for 5 and 10 s. FT-IR analysis also indicates hydrogen bond formation between PAA and PEO as shown in the figure.

We next investigated area selective patterning via illumination through a mask. To improve pattern resolution, a base quencher can be employed. Triethanol amine (0.5 wt %) was loaded into this system to neutralize the trace amounts of acid that may diffuse into the unexposed area. Using DMF as the solvent, PEO-b-PtBA (18K, 72.3 wt % PtBA, PDI = 1.12), 22 wt % l-tartaric acid, and 10 wt % TPS-Tf was spin-coated onto a clean silicon wafer to form a 50 nm thick film. After thermal annealing at 90 °C overnight, nicely ordered structures were generated, as characterized by AFM (Figure 6a). GISAXS was used to confirm the ordering (Figure 6b) and showed a lamellar morphology through the integration in the q_// direction (Figure 6c). A photomask was then applied by vacuum to make good contact with the ordered film. After UV exposure for 60 s and a PEB at 110 °C for 10 s, the area exposed to UV became completely disordered, while the area blocked by the mask still kept the ordered structure, as shown by AFM characterization in Figure 7b,d. GISAXS was again used to confirm the structures through the area-selective UV exposure and a PEB. An ordered PEO-b-PtBA/l-tartaric acid film with 10 wt % TPS-Tf became completely disordered after a 60 s UV exposure and a 10 s PEB at 110 °C, as observed in the GISAXS spectrum (Figure 7c). The ordered film maintained the ordering after a 10 s baking at 110 °C without UV exposure, as shown by GISAXS measurement (Figure 7e), which rules out the possibility that polymer decomposition during baking causes the disordering. Finally, we used AFM to characterize the order–disorder edge to show the sharp submicrometer patterns of ordered and disordered regions. Figure 8 shows that a very clear pattern of the regions can be observed in a 1.5 μm by 1.5 μm AFM phase image (Figure 8a), and also in a 3 μm by 3 μm AFM phase image (Figure 8c), with the optical microscopy image showing the scanning tip on the order–disorder boundary (Figure 8b). (Height images are shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S6) for reference.) The images suggest weak orientation of the lamellar structures near the edge of the patterns. While we did not investigate this observation further, domain orientation can often be induced by external or non-uniform fields, in this case a chemical potential gradient. There are also indications of spherical domains near the line edge in Figure 8. Spherical domains could emerge as a result of volume reduction of the PtBA-rich domain upon partial deprotection of PtBA, leading to an order–order transition. In any case, these images confirm that the combination of short PEB time and relatively high TPS-Tf loadings and the addition of a trace-amount of amine inhibits acid diffusion and achieves sharp order–disorder patterns on a submicrometer scale even when using a contact mask.

CONCLUSION

We demonstrate a method to achieve submicrometer patterns of well-ordered, microphase separated, and fully disordered regions via photoinduced disorder in a block copolymer/additive film. In our example, chemically amplified deprotection of the tBA block in PEO-b-PtBA blended with tartaric acid to yield a PAA block induces compatibility of the components, resulting in phase mixing. In this system, the tartaric acid additive plays two important roles. First, it increases segregation strength in PEO-b-PtBA, enabling well-ordered systems at low BCP molecular weights. Low molecular weights in turn provide access to small domain spacings and relatively rapid order and disorder kinetics. Second, the presence of tartaric acid suppresses PEO crystallization, resulting in smooth films and eliminating the influence of PEO crystallization on the BCP morphology. The observation that both d- and l-tartaric acid enantiomers are effective additives for these purposes alone, but not in combination where the interaction among the complementary enantiomers is strong relative to the interactions with the polymer segments, illustrates the importance of the additive-chain interactions in driving phase segregation strength.

We point out that the additive strategy in these systems has additional advantages not explored here. For example, one could choose an additive that exhibits strong etch resistance. Using the system design described here, the additive would be confined to the PEO-rich domains in the ordered BCP leaving the PtBA domains unmodified. By comparison the additive is uniformly distributed in the disordered phase. This may in turn enable selective etching of the PtBA domains in the ordered regions relative to both the PEO rich domains in the ordered regions and the phase mixed disordered regions, which also contain the additive. Because there are few constraints on additive selection beyond strong interaction with PEO and PAA generated upon deprotection of the PtBA block, many other designs for the additive for a myriad of applications are possible.

METHODS

Materials. Poly(ethyylene glycol) methylether (5K, PDI = 1.06 and 2K, PDI = 1.08) was purchased from Polymer Source. tert-Butyl acrylate, anisole, copper(II) bromide(CuBr), copper(II) bromide, and N,N,N′,N″-pentamethyldiethylentramine (PMDETA) were purchased from Acros Organics. Triphenylsulfonium triflate (TPS-Tf) and 2-bromo-2-methylpropionyl bromide were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

Block Copolymer Synthesis. A magnetic stir-bar and poly(ethylene glycol) methylether were added to a flame-dried flask capped with a rubber septum, which was evacuated and purged.
Distilled dichromethane and 2-bromo-2-methylpropionyl bromide (2 molar equiv relative to the PEG polymer) were injected into the flask. Distilled triethylamine was injected dropwise into the flask; which was then stirred at room temperature for 48 h. The reactant was diluted with dichromethane, extracted by water, and dried with magnesium sulfate. After being precipitated into an excess amount of cold ethanol, the white powder was filtered and dried in a vacuum oven overnight. The product was used as the macrorinitiator for chain extension.

Atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) was used in chain extension for the synthesis of poly(ethylene oxide-b-tert-butyl acrylate) (PEO-b-PtBA) diblock copolymer following established procedures, with slight modifications.\(^1\) CuBr, the macroinitiator (PEO), and a magnetic stir-bar were added into a Schlenk flask which was capped with a rubber septum and purged with N\(_2\). Anisole and distilled tert-butyl acrylate, purged with N\(_2\), were then injected into the flask. When all solids were completely dissolved, three freeze/pump/thaw cycles were applied. After PMDETA was injected into the flask, the final solution was heated at 60 °C for 30 h. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was used to dilute the reactant, and a column of neutral alumina was used to purify the resulting dark green solution. The final solution was then concentrated through a rotary evaporator and dried in vacuum oven at 70 °C for 24 h.

**Polymer Characterization.** Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) and \(^1\)H NMR spectra were used to characterize the synthesized polymers. GPC was performed in THF at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min with a column bank consisting of two Polymer Laboratories PLgel Mixed D columns at 40 °C and two detectors, a K-2301 refractive index detector and a K-2600 UV detector. A Bruker DXP300 NMR spectrometer (300 MHz) was used for acquiring \(^1\)H NMR spectra using deuterated chloroform as solvent. A Spectrum 100 FT-IR spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer, Inc.) was used for acquiring Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy of PEO-b-PtBA films blended with 10 wt % TPS-Tf to measure the extent of PtBA deprotection during PEB and to detect hydrogen bonding between PEO and PAA.

**Preparation of Bulk Samples for Small-Angle X-ray Scattering and Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering.** PEO-b-PtBA and tartaric acid were blended at a given mass ratio in anhydrous ethanol or without TPS-Tf of a certain weight percentage. Bulk samples were drop cast from the solution onto glass slides while baking at 60 °C and were annealed for 36 h at 90 °C under vacuum.

**Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) and Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS).** Dried bulk samples were scraped off the glass slides and placed evenly in the center of metal washers, which were then sandwiched by Kapton film on both sides and placed on a heated vertical holder. For SAXS, the samples were equilibrated at 90 °C for about 20 min and interrogated at 90 °C, while for WAXS, the samples were measured at room temperature. The whole system was evacuated during measurement. WAXS and SAXS in Figures 2 and 3b were done at UMass Amherst using an in-house setup from Molecular Metrology, Inc. (presently sold as a Rigaku S-Max3000). A microsource (Bede) of 30 W with a 30 × 30 mm\(^2\) spot size to match a Maxflux optical system (Osmic) gave a low-divergence beam of monochromatic CuK\(_\alpha\) radiation (wavelength \(\lambda = 0.1542\) nm). An image plate placed in the sample chamber about 139 mm away from the sample was used to collect WAXS data. Silver behenate was used to calibrate the sample detector distance for SAXS. SAXS measurements in Figures 3a and 4b,c were done at the G1 station of the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) with wavelength of X-rays of 0.1453 nm and sample to detector distance of 913 mm using a two-dimensional charge-coupled device (CCD) camera with an image size of 1024 pixels by 1024 pixels.

**Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Characterization.** A Digital Imaging and Metrology Division 3000 scanning microscope in tapping mode was used in AFM topographic and phase images acquisition. The ordered organic films were vacuum-pressed with a photo mask and were subject to UV flood exposure for 60 s using a UV lamp with a wavelength of 254 nm and intensity of 14.5 MW/cm\(^2\) to give the dose of 870 MJ/cm\(^2\). A postexposure bake (PEB) was then used to achieve area-selective deprotection of PtBA and to induce the disordering transition. AFM was then used for characterizing the order, disorder, and order/disorder boundary. An optical microscope attached to the AFM was used to monitor the position of the AFM tip on organic films. The thickness of the films was measured using a profilometer (Dektak3) and a Filmetrics Optical Profilometer.
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